
The Wilce family have been making cider near Ledbury for at least 6 generations (albeit mostly for
their own pleasure!). This long-standing family of cider makers now produce award winning premium
cider and apple juice for everyone to enjoy, using fruits from their own orchards that they wash, mash
and press before leaving nature to take its course with a slow, winter fermentation. After roughly six
months, Brian Wilce,  their very own Master cider maker, blends by taste before each cider is bottled
or bagged.  Wilces avoid using chemicals, added yeast and added water in their full strength
products, and nor do they add sulphites choosing instead to use only those naturally occuring in the
apples. Wilce’s cider is refeshingly traditional and has the unique PGi (Protected Geographical
indicator) classification for Herefordshire ciders. That's the ultimate in provenance! 
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A refreshing crisp cider subtly carbonated to enhance the abundance of
natural flavours.

Wilce’s dry Cider
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A bright and clear sparkling Herefordshire cider with a natural golden
colour producing a balanced blend of authentic flavours.

Wilce’s Medium Cider
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A wonderfully fruity sweet cider abudant in natural flavours and lightly
carbonated to liberate the taste of real cider.

Wilce’s sweet Cider
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A 2012 Vintage Herefordshire Cider made from 100% Herefordshire cider
apples. For this cider, all the fruit is from a single vintage which is laid
down in oak barrels for a full flavour.
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The perfect gift for any cider drinker:
Three bottles of premium cider, a half pint glass and your
very own 'cider mat' - all in a beautiful bespoke box.

Gift Box
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